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Introduction: Several studies showed that the use of Autologous Endometrial Cell Co-culture (AECC) is 

improving embryo morphology, implantation and pregnancy rates in patients undergoing IVF treatments. 

Most studies have been focusing on specific populations with low pregnancy prognosis such as repeated 

implantation failure and poor ovarian reserve. Our hypothesis was that AECC should benefit to all women 

undergoing IVF/ICSI, including good responders. This study aimed to evaluate the effect of AECC versus 

conventional culture medium, on embryo quality and pregnancy rate, in a broad category of women 

following IVF/ICSI treatments.  

Material and methods: This monocentric, randomized, double-blind controlled interventional study has 

been conducted at clinique ovo from April 2013 to March 2015. A total of 899 embryos from 136 couples 

undergoing IVF were analysed: 326 embryos co-cultured on autologous endometrial cells (EC) (study 

group) and 573 embryos cultured in conventional medium (control group). 

During the luteal phase of the cycle before IVF treatment, an endometrial biopsy was performed and the 
EC were cultured the day following ovulation triggering. Embryos at day 2 were randomized either in AECC 
group or conventional culture medium group. All IVF cycles were pursued following clinic standards.  

Results: Our results demonstrate that, compared to conventional culture medium, AECC significantly 

improved the number of useful blastocysts (42.7% vs. 28.4%; p<0.001). Moreover, we observed a trend 

that AECC would enhance embryo post-thawing survival (85.4% vs. 70.9% with control group; p=0.078). 

Pregnancy outcomes were also increased with AECC (34.1%) compared to conventional medium (25.6%) 

following frozen embryo transfers. Although not significant (lack of statistical power p=0.469), these 

improvements in pregnancy and live birth rates with frozen embryos are of clinical relevance. 

A predictive model was generated in order to estimate the pregnancy outcomes mimicking a higher 
statistical power. Since the embryos frozen in this study were not all yet transferred at the moment of the 
analysis, we applied the statistical coefficients obtained on the 150 frozen embryos left, respecting their 
randomization group. Cumulative probabilities showed an almost significant difference in pregnancy rates 
and live birth outcomes in favor of the AECC grown embryos (44.35 % vs. 34.47%, p=0.074). 

Conclusions: Utilisation of AECC in order to improve embryo development appears promising. Benefits 
resulting AECC such as more quality blastocysts and increased post-thawing survival rate would greatly 
improve outcome in fertility treatments.  
 
Funded by commercial/corporate company: GenBiotech supplied the AECC freezing/culture kits free of 
charge.  There are no conflicts of interests to be declared. 
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Introduction: Treatment for breast cancer in young women may affect fertility. We conducted a 
population-based cohort study to calculate the risk of infertility diagnosis after breast cancer diagnosis 
using universal health care databases in the province of Ontario, Canada 

Material & Methods: All women 16-34 years diagnosed with breast cancer in Ontario from 1992-2005 
who lived at least 5 years recurrence-free were identified using the Ontario Cancer Registry (Exposed). 
We matched each cancer survivor by age and census subdivision to 4 randomly selected cancer-free 
women (Unexposed), and followed subjects in the cohort until December 31, 2015. Infertility diagnosis 
after 1 year of cancer was identified using information on claims billed by physicians through the universal 
Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) database. Women who had undergone a procedure consistent with 
surgical sterilization (tubal ligation, bilateral oophorectomy, hysterectomy) at any time prior to cancer 
diagnosis were excluded. Log-binomial regression models were used to calculate the risk of infertility 
diagnosis after breast cancer diagnosis adjusting by sociodemographic factors. Adjusted models were 
further stratified by parity at the time of cancer diagnosis (nulliparous and parous). 

Results: A total of 1,044 breast cancer survivors and 3,910 unexposed women were included. Mean age 
at breast cancer diagnosis was 31 years (SD 2.9). The proportion of nulliparous women was 62.2% among 
survivors compared to 53.4% in unexposed women. Infertility diagnosis was more common in breast 
cancer survivors than in unexposed women (15.1% versus 11.1%, p<0.001). Mean age at infertility 
diagnosis was similar between groups: 33.4 years (SD: 5) in survivors and 33.8 years (SD 4.9) in unexposed 
women (p=0.65). Breast cancer survivors had a higher risk of infertility diagnosis than unexposed women 
(adjusted Relative Risk (aRR) 1.37; 95% CI 1.16-1.62). After stratification by parity, the association between 
breast cancer diagnosis and infertility diagnosis remained strong in nulliparous women (aRR 1.46; 95% CI 
1.21-1.76), while it disappeared in parous women (aRR 0.80; 95% CI 0.53, 1.18). 

Conclusions: This study highlights the importance of reproductive health counseling in women diagnosed 
with breast cancer during reproductive age, including consideration of fertility preservation. 
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Introduction 

Infertility due to resistant ovary syndrome (ROS) is a rare type of hypergonadotropic hypogonadism that 

remains a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge.  We present the case of ROS in a woman with a novel FSH 

receptor (FSHR) mutation who achieved an ongoing pregnancy after treatment with in-vitro maturation 

(IVM).  

Materials and Methods 

A 31-year-old woman consulted our assisted reproduction clinic for a second opinion after having been 

advised to pursue IVF with donor oocytes because of high serum FSH levels. She presented with primary 

infertility and progressively prolonged menstrual cycles. Her serum FSH levels were found to be repeatedly 

high (62, 43 and 55IU/L) but in discordance with a normal AMH (3.14ng/ml) and antral follicle count (13). 

Workup revealed a normal karyotype, FRAXA locus genotype (fragile X) and autoimmune testing. A 

premature ovarian failure genetic panel found that the patient was heterozygous for two FSHR variants: 

I160T, a known pathologic variant, and N558H, which has never been previously reported. There was no 

ovarian response to high daily doses of exogenous gonadotropins, so IVM was proposed to the couple.  

Results 

Six immature oocytes were retrieved and matured in vitro for up to 48 hours.  When oocytes reached 

metaphase II stage, ICSI was performed with her partner`s sperm. Four embryos were available on day 3, 

and one 8-cell grade 1 embryo was transferred.  The patient is now pregnant and in her second trimester.  

The remaining embryos were cultured to blastocyst stage but none were of quality for cryopreservation.  

Conclusions 

Following genetic counseling, IVM should be offered as a first-line therapy to women presenting with ROS. 

The N558H mutation of the FSHR is a new discovery, and in silico analysis predicts that this variant is likely 

damaging to protein structure and function. We are currently designing primers to produce both of this 

patient’s mutations in a human FSHR expression vector, so that we can study their effects on FSH-induced 

cAMP-dependent signaling.  
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Introduction: The percentage of sperm in an ejaculate that exhibit DNA fragmentation in the nucleus is 

call the DNA fragmentation index (DFI).  Previous studies have demonstrated both a diminished 

fertilization rate and decreased embryo developmental capacity in association with a high DFI. Our aim 

was to evaluate the impact of the sperm DFI on blastocyst aneuploidy rates in IVF cycles involving young 

healthy egg donors (20-32 years of age). We chose cycles that involved young egg donors as the study 

cohort in order to control for the profound effects of female age on aneuploidy.  

Methods: This was an observational retrospective study conducted in a university-affiliated fertility centre 

after obtaining REB approval.   The subjects included IVF-ICSI-pre-implantation genetic screening (PGS-

aCGH) egg donor cycles from January 1st, 2014 to July 31st, 2016 in which the sperm DFI was tested prior 

to IVF. 27 cycles with DFI > 15% (high DFI) were included in the study group and 18 cycles of DFI < 15% 

(low DFI) were included in the control group.  PGS using aCGH was performed on 251 blastocysts.  

Results: The study group participants had a significantly lower mean sperm count and motility 

(55.4*106/ml and 37.4%, respectively) compared with the control group participants (92.5*106/ml and 

55.7%, respectively, p < 0.05). The groups were similar in terms of donors’ demography (age, BMI), ovarian 

reserve (AMH, AFC) and response to hormonal stimulation (E2 level on triggering day and number of 

retrieved eggs). Embryo development (from 2PN through day 3 embryos to blastocysts) was similar as 

well. The total number of blastocysts biopsied from the study and control groups was 171 (mean 6.3 

blastocysts per cycle) and 87 (mean 4.8 blastocysts per cycle) (p<0.05), respectively. PGS with array 

comprehensive genomic hybridization revealed comparable euploidy rates of 69.3±4.1% for the study 

group and 67.3±5.8% for the control group (p>0.05).  

Conclusion: DFI did not have an impact on the blastocyst aneuploidy rate in IVF cycles with young egg 

donors. 
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Introduction: Microsurgical extraction of sperm from the testes (mTESE) in men with non-obstructive 

azoospermia can facilitate its use for ICSI to create embryos and a subsequent pregnancy. However, 

mTESE recovers mature sperm in about 50% of cases; often only immature sperm are recovered and 

historical use of these spermatids resulted in very poor reproductive outcomes. Our objective was to 

assess the outcomes of mTESE procedures and the subsequent ICSI cycles, among men seen at Mount 

Sinai Fertility (MSF) and the Murray Koffler Urologic Wellness Centre (MKUWC) at Mount Sinai Hospital. 

Methods: A retrospective chart review was performed for all couples seen at MSF in whom the male 

partner had undergone mTESE between 2006 and 2016 at MKUWC. Data related to operative findings, 

embryology laboratory assessments of surgical samples, subsequent ICSI cycle and pregnancy outcomes 

were determined. A descriptive analysis and logistic regression of selective results were performed. 

Results: A total of 98 mTESE procedures occurred during the study period, with 53% (n=52) resulting in 

76 total ICSI cycles. Sperm were identified in the OR in 44% (n=44), and in the lab in 53% (n=52) of cases. 

Spermatids only were found in the embryology lab in 35% (n=34) of cases. Twelve (12%) mTESE 

procedures failed to retrieve sperm or spermatids after lab assessment. Sixty two (82%) ICSI cycles 

resulted in only one embryo transfer cycle, while 8 (11%) had more than one embryo transfer cycle.  Fresh 

mTESE samples were used in 14 (18%) cycles and frozen samples in 62 (82%). Live birth rates per embryo 

transfer were 7.7% and 8.8% for fresh and frozen mTESE samples, respectively. Oocyte fertilization and 

having an embryo transfer were statistically more likely when using fresh compared with frozen sperm, 

and motile compared with immotile sperm. 

Conclusion: Sperm retrieval rates from mTESE procedures were comparable to literature values#. 

Compared to average Canadian IVF live birth rates per embryo transfer (22%)* live birth rates utilizing  

fresh and frozen mTESE samples were both much lower. Use of fresh mTESE samples is less common than 

use of frozen mTESE samples at this centre. Ideally, fresh motile sperm should be used to optimize the 

chance of oocyte fertilization and embryo transfer. Due to sample size, firm conclusions regarding 

pregnancy outcomes cannot be determined. 

#Deruyver, Y., Vanderschueren, D., Van der Aa, F. Outcome of microdissection TESE compared with 

conventional TESE in non-obstructive azoospermia: a systematic review. Andrology. 2014; 2(1): 20-24. 

*Canadian Assisted Reproductive Technologies Registry (CARTR) Plus. Preliminary treatment cycle data for 

2015. Better Outcomes Registry & Network Ontario. Ottawa ON, September 2016. 
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Introduction: As many as 30% of couples seeking treatment for infertility will have no cause identified to 

explain their inability to conceive. With the impending discontinuation of clomiphene citrate (CC) in 

Canada, the need for further North American research on the role of letrozole (LT) has increased. We 

wanted to determine if live birth rates were different between couples with unexplained infertility who 

receive LT versus those who receive letrozole combined with gonadotropins (LT/GND).  

Methods: We retrospectively reviewed 341 cycles in 145 couples diagnosed with unexplained infertility 

attending NL Fertility Services in St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada from January 2010 to June 2015. 

Patients received CC, LT or LT/GND for superovulation at the discretion of the treating physician in 

combination with IUI. The primary outcome was live birth rate. Secondary outcomes included biochemical 

pregnancy rate, lead follicle size, number of follicles and endometrial thickness.  

Results: Following treatment with CC, LT and LT/GND, live birth rates were 8.5%, 8.8% and 14.4% 

respectively which did not reach statistical significance (P=0.258). Similarly, there was no difference in 

biochemical pregnancy rate (P=0.153). However, there were differences in follicle number (P=0.005), lead 

follicle size (P<0.001) and endometrial thickness (P=0.021). Subgroup analyses showed a significant 

difference in lead follicle size between CC and LT/GND (P=0.011) and LT and LT/GND (P=0.004), but not 

between LT and CC (P=0.871). A significant difference was seen in number of follicles between CC and 

LT/GND (P<0.001) and LT and LT/GND (P<0.001), but not between LT and CC (P=0.390). Differences were 

seen in endometrial thickness between CC and LT/GND (P=0.002) but not between LT and CC (P=0.056) 

or LT and LT/GND (P=0.199). 

Conclusion: There were no statistically significant differences in live birth or biochemical pregnancy rates 

between women who received CC, LT or LT/GND. Larger lead follicle size, increased number of follicles 

and increased endometrial thickness in the LT/GND group suggests that this treatment may be superior. 

Further prospective studies are needed in this area. 
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Introduction: Despite the fact that maternal age is the leading risk factor associated with decreased 

fertility alongside decreasing egg and embryo quality, more couples tend to delay childbearing. Pre-

implantation genetic screening (PGS) is currently the most powerful tool used in the clinical setting for 

selecting the most viable embryo for transfer, resulting in reduced miscarriage rates and increased 

implantation and pregnancy rates. This study aimed to evaluate the effect of maternal age on embryo 

morphology, PGS results and implantation rate in IVF patients. 

Material & Methods: DNA from trophectoderm biopsy (n=1674) taken on day 5/6, was whole genome 

amplified and tested for PGS using the NGS VeriSeq™ kit on a MiSeq sequencing system (Illumina). The 

analysis was performed using BlueFuseMulti software (Illumina). Morphological assessment was 

performed according to Society for Assisted Reproductive Technology (SART) classification and modified 

for “good” (AA, AB, BA), “average” (BB), and “poor” (AC, CA, BC, CB, CC) grade groups. The resolution for 

reporting of chromosomal aberration was ≥10Mb and for mosaicism levels of 30-70%. 

Results: Maternal age was significantly correlated with the ploidy status of the embryo (p=0.017). The 

rates of aneuploid embryos increased with maternal age (13%, 12%, 21%, 33%, 38%, 61% and 100% for 

donor, ≤30, 31-36, 37-38, 39-40, 41-42 and >43 y/o respectively, p<0.001 for all age groups). 

Morphological assessment of all D5/6 embryos revealed no difference in embryo morphology categories 

between the different age groups, regardless of ploidy. In PGS-tested euploid embryos, the overall 

implantation rate was 58.1% (n=165) with no correlation found between implantation rate and maternal 

age. 

Conclusions: Maternal age is a major risk factor for embryo aneuploidy, which increases exponentially 

after the age of 35. When PGS is used to select euploid embryos for transfer, the maternal age effect on 

pregnancy outcomes is eliminated. This data strongly supports the importance of performing PGS testing, 

especially for patients of advanced maternal age.  
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Introduction: Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a multisystem, heterogeneous disorder affecting 
between 6-15% of women worldwide. Obesity and insulin resistance are common associations. 
Magnesium status has been inversely associated with metabolic syndrome and BMI in the general 
population but its role in PCOS is unclear. In a study on macronutrients and PCOS, we have observed that 
our PCOS cohort with insulin resistance and higher BMI are not in a caloric surplus but have lower fiber 
intakes. We therefore further assessed if inadequate dietary micronutrients, particularly magnesium, 
contribute to insulin resistance and dyslipidemia in PCOS. 

Methods: An observational study was performed from May 2014 to December 2016. Three-day food and 
activity reports were completed by 87 women with PCOS and 50 regularly ovulating women without PCOS 
(mean age: 30.7 vs. 35.7, BMI: 29.0 vs. 24.1). Outcome measurements of dietary micronutrient intake, 
physical activity, anthropometric, metabolic and lipid profiles were compared in women with and without 
PCOS, and among the subgroups using Mann-Whitney U, Kruskal-Wallis and Spearman’s Rank tests (or 
their parametric equivalents) as appropriate. Micronutrients were adjusted for caloric intake using the 
residual method and reported as such. 

Results: Women with PCOS consumed less magnesium (238.9 vs. 274.0 mg, P<0.05) than women without 
PCOS. In women with PCOS and insulin resistance (as assessed by HOMA), magnesium intake was 
decreased (214.4 vs. 277.7 mg, P=0.01) while cholesterol intake was increased (303.4 vs. 213.8 mg, 
P<0.01). Insulin resistance was negatively correlated with magnesium (r= -0.32, P<0.01), and chromium 
(r= -0.32, P<0.01), but positively correlated with cholesterol (r= 0.25, P=0.04) and selenium (r= 0.36, 
P<0.01). Magnesium was also negatively correlated with C-reactive protein (r= -0.47, P<0.001), and 
testosterone (r= -0.30, P<0.01), but positively correlated with HDL cholesterol (r= 0.29, P=0.01). Vitamin 
and mineral intakes were not related to BMI, waist-to-hip ratio or PCOS phenotype. 

Conclusions: While serum magnesium deficiencies have been previously reported, this is the first study 
to find associations between habitual dietary magnesium intake and hormonal/metabolic outcomes in 
women with PCOS. Further, our results on cholesterol, chromium and selenium intakes are consistent 
with the biological roles of these micronutrients and emphasize the equal importance of refining dietary 
components in advising lifestyle changes in PCOS.  
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Introduction 

Post-conception, PCOS patients are at increased risk for early pregnancy loss. Notably, mechanisms that 

may cause Recurrent Pregnancy Loss (RPL) or implantation-related failures in PCOS patients are obscure, 

and a wide variety of etiologies have been proposed. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small, single-stranded non-

coding RNAs that have recently been implicated in many reproductive processes including endometrial 

receptivity, implantation, labor and even spontaneous fetal loss in the pig through degradation of their 

target messenger RNA or repression of protein translation1. Follicular fluid (FF) represents a critical 

microenvironment for oocyte development and may be a valuable source of biomarker(s) to predict 

successful pregnancy. Like most biological fluids, FF has also been suggested to contain miRNAs predictive 

of reproductive pathologies. We hypothesized that miRNA expression will differ between PCOS IVF 

patients with live births (controls) and those with RPL, or no live births (cases). 

Materials and Methods 

This retrospective pilot study was conducted at a University affiliated clinic with ethics board approval 

(REB# 09-172, 17-3258). Of the 19 PCOS patients studied, 8 were eliminated from analysis as they either 

had insufficient chart information, late or no expression of miRNA or were outliers. 4 had live births 

(control) and the remaining 7 were in the comparison group (cases). FF obtained from the first follicle at 

time of OPU were processed for total RNA extraction. miR-10a, -10b and 21 were chosen to be quantified 

with qRT-PCR because of their cited roles in proliferation, apoptosis, invasion and migration of ovarian 

cells. 

Results 

Of the target miRNAs studied, only miR-21 was expressed in all samples. miR-21 expression was 

upregulated by 1.56-fold in PCOS patients with RPL (p=0.39) and by 2.42-fold in PCOS patients with no live 

births (p=0.20) compared to controls. Age, ovulation induction protocol, FSH dose, smoking history and 

other confounding factors considered were not significantly different between controls and cases. 

However BMI was significantly different between the control and no live births group (P=0.02).  
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Conclusions 

Preliminary results demonstrate that miRNAs can be quantified in Human FF using qRT-PCR. Although 

differences in miRNA expression could not be elucidated in this pilot study, ongoing work aims to expand 

the study population and miRNA targets investigated. Our preliminary results lay the foundation for future 

investigations of the role of miRNAs in reproductive pathologies.  
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Introduction: Neurotrophins (NTs) are a family of growth factors well known for their roles in nervous 

system development. They include glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), neurotrophin 3 

(NT-3), and NT-4/5, in addition to nerve growth factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), 

neuronal growth factor (NGF), and vaso-intestinal peptide (VIP). Accumulating data suggest that NTs 

play important roles in ovarian development, function and pathology. All NTs have been identified in 

preantral and antral human follicles. Atypical follicular fluid (FF) NGF and BDNF levels have been 

associated with diminished ovarian reserve and endometriosis, but the association between other NTs 

and female infertility has not been examined. 

Materials & Methods: This study has institutional REB approval.  FF was collected from consenting 

patients undergoing their first IVF procedure. The study group included 39 patients diagnosed with one 

of the following conditions; PCOS (9), Endometriosis (n=7), and advanced reproductive age (ARA) (n=23). 

Oocyte donors (OD) (n=49) were used as controls. A subset of these samples were further matched for 

BMI, age and total gonadotropin dose in order to compare the OD vs. ARA groups.    

Results: GDNF was detected in 6 out of 10 and 2 out of 9 OD vs ARA patients (10.6±8.1 pg/mL vs 3.9±3.3 

pg/mL (p=0.47), respectively). NT-3 was detected in 4 out of 10 and 1 out of 9 OD ARA patients 

(22.5±18.4 pg/mL vs 36.01 pg/mL (p=0.38), respectively). NT-4/5 was detected in all OD and ARA group 

patients (5.4± 0.55 pg/mL (OD) vs 5.5±1.8 pg/mL (ARA) (p=0.73), respectively). 

Conclusions: No significant differences in FF NT levels could be detected in the ARA group and AOD 

group. In addition, a large proportion of the cohort did not have detectable levels of NT in their FF. 

Ongoing studies aimed at increasing sample size and analysis of co-variables may provide better 

resolution of potential differences between groups. Ongoing studies are aimed at comparing FF NT 

levels in endometriosis and PCOS patients, and assessing NT and NT receptor gene expression in ovarian 

follicles. 
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Embryonic DNA  

Valeriy Kuznyetsov¹*, Svetlana Madjunkova¹, Ran Antes¹, Rina Abramov¹, Gelareh Motamedi¹, Zenon 

Ibarrientos¹, Clifford Librach1,2,3,4,5 

¹CReATe Fertility Centre, Toronto, Canada; ²Department of Obstetrics and Gynæcology, ³Institute of 

Medical Sciences and4Department of Physiology, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada; 5 Department of 

Gynecology, Women’s College Hospital, Toronto, Canada. 

Introduction: Recent discoveries of genomic DNA in blastocoel fluid (BF)1 and spent embryo culture 
medium (SM)2 have opened potential non-invasive avenues in the field of preimplantation genetic 
screening (PGS). Compared with trophectoderm biopsy (TB), blastocoel fluid aspiration using an ICSI 
pipette and non-invasive SM collection are attractive methods for PGS and preimplantation genetic 
diagnosis (PGD). Promising initial results of studies using BF3,4 and SM5,6,7as a source of embryonic genetic 
material for PGS were recently published. However the method necessitates improvements and further 
research on the origin of genomic DNA in BF and SM3,8 is warranted. The objective of this study was to 
determine if blastocyst SM can be used as a source of embryonic DNA for non-invasive preimplantation 
genetic screening (NIPGS). 

Materials and Methods: The study received institutional REB approval. Only ICSI fertilized embryos 
donated for research were used for this study to prevent contamination of the SM with sperm. Vitrified-
warmed human blastocysts (n=34) were cultured in separate 25µl drops of medium with HSA (LifeGlobal) 
for 24h. Blastocysts were collapsed by laser pulse and blastocyst SM was collected to be used for NIPGS. 
From each embryo we analyzed: TB (3-5 cells), SM as a source for NIPGS and the remaining whole 
blastocyst (WB) using next-generation sequencing (NGS) for aneuploidy screening.  
 
Results: All NIPGS samples were successfully amplified with a mean post-amplification DNA concentration 
of 21.3 ng/µl. Full concordance rate for whole chromosome copy number between NIPGS samples derived 
from frozen-thawed blastocysts and TB/WB samples was observed in 89.3 and 96.2% of samples, 
respectively. We found that NIPGS samples can be used to detect whole (n=22) and segmental (n=3) 
aneuploidy and chromosomal mosaicism (n=3). Preliminary results showed that SM samples (n=3) derived 
from fresh blastocyst (TB used as control) can also be used for aneuploidy testing. 
 
Conclusions: Spent blastocyst culture medium has great potential to be used as a source of embryonic 
DNA for comprehensive aneuploidy screening with NGS, but further optimization is required before it is 
used for clinical PGS cases. 
 
1Palini S, Galluzzi L, De Stefani S et al, 2013. Reprod Biomed Online 26:603–10. 
2 Hammond ER, Shelling AN, Cree LM 2016. Hum Reprod: 31: 1653-1661. 
3 Tobler KJ, Zhao Y, Ross T. FertilSteril 2015; 104: 418-425. 
4 Magli MC, Pomante A, Cafueri G. 2016. FertilSteril: 105:676–683.e5. 
5 Shamonki MI, Jin H, Haimowitz Z, Liu L.2016. FertilSteril: 106: 1312-1318. 
6 Xu J, Fang R, Chen L, et al 2016.PNAS: 113:11907-11912. 
7 Feichtinger M, Vaccari E, Carli L et al. 2017. Reprod BioMed Online: in press. 
8 Hammond ER, McGillivray BC, Wicker SM et al. 2017. Fertil Steril 2017: 107: 220-228 
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Posthumous reproduction: a qualitative study of IVF users’ decision-making 
 
Stéphanie Côté, Jacques Kadoch, Vardit Ravitsky 
 
University of Montreal 
 
Posthumous Assisted Reproduction (PAR) raises numerous ethical and legal issues, related to the interests 
and protection of all involved: the deceased, the surviving partner and the prospective child. In light of 
these complexities, professional associations made recommendations regarding PAR, emphasizing the 
importance of specific written directives. In Quebec, Canada, all in vitro fertilisation (IVF) users must 
express their intentions regarding PAR on a consent form, prior to their first IVF cycle. To our knowledge, 
to date, no study has explored factors influencing decision-making regarding PAR in a ‘real life’ context. 
We conducted 20 semi-structured interviews with IVF users to explore their thinking regarding PAR and 
to identify informational and counseling needs. Data was analyzed using an inductive general 
methodology.  
 
Results: Five heterosexual couples and 10 women were interviewed. Analysis shows four major themes 
that emerged: i) concerns regarding welfare of prospective child; ii) importance of leaving a trace after 
death; iii) needs for counselling regarding different issues related to PAR; iv) respect for the autonomy the 
surviving partner. Many participants did not recall what options they chose on the consent form. All 
(wrongly) assumed that the parental status of the deceased parent would be legally established and that 
posthumously conceived children would have access to inheritance and social benefits. 
 
Conclusion: PAR may be ethically acceptable if individuals seeking fertility treatment have left written 
consent. It is crucial that IVF users receive the necessary information and the appropriate counseling to 
make informed decisions in this context.   
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Post-treatment Pregnancy Outcomes in Women with Recurrent Pregnancy Loss and Recurrent 

Implantation Failure Diagnosed with Chronic Endometritis 

1Laura Nicholls-Dempsey, 1Hamza Talsmat, 2,3Dorothée Dal Soglio, 3,4Élias Dahdouh, 3,4Camille Sylvestre, 
3,4Julio Saumet 

1University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada 2Department of Pathology, University of Montreal, Montreal, 

Canada, 3Hôpital Sainte-Justine, Montreal, Canada, 4Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 

University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada 

 

Introduction: Approximately half of couples diagnosed with recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) or recurrent 

implantation failure (RIF) obtain no explanation after standard investigation1. Chronic endometritis (CE) 

has been linked to RPL and RIF, with a prevalence found to be as high as 27% and 14% respectively2. Some 

authors have reported pregnancy rates (PR) in women with RPL diagnosed with and treated for CE to be 

greater than that in untreated women. The aim of this study was to report the obstetrical outcomes in 

women with RPL or RIF diagnosed with CE. 

Methods: Prospective study from 2014-2017 in a university setting. After IRB approval, 88 patients 

undergoing RPL or RIF workup were enrolled. All subjects had a hysteroscopy and endometrial biopsy 

(EMB). Diagnosis of CE was confirmed with immunochemistry stains for CD138 (>5 plasma cells per HPF2). 

Diagnosed patients were treated with a course of antibiotics followed by a repeat EMB to confirm 

response to treatment. 

Results: CE was present in 40 (45.5%) of 88 patients, the incidence in RIF and RPL groups was (14/31) 

45.2% and (28/60) 46.6% respectively. In the RIF group, PR were similar in the treated CE group compared 

to those with normal biopsies ((12/14) 85.7% vs (11/17) 64.7%; P = 0.1834). However, in the RPL group, 

there was a statistically significant difference in PR between women with treated CE and normal biopsies 

((17/28) 60.7% vs. (27/32) 84.4%; P = 0.038). There was also a trend towards higher live birth rate (LBR) 

in the RPL group with normal biopsies compared to those with treated CE ((15/32) 46.9% vs (7/28) 25.5%, 

P = 0.0793). 

Conclusion: This study suggests that CE influences the pregnancy rates in patients with RPL.  We also 

noticed a trend towards higher LBR in RPL patients who had an initial normal biopsy. Further research 

with a higher sample size would be necessary to corroborate these findings. 

 

                                                           
1 Stephenson MD.Frequency of factors associated with habitual abortion in 197 couples.Fertil Steril 1996;66:24-9 
2 Bouet et all.Chronic endometritis in women with recurrent pregnancy loss and recurrent implantation 
failure:prevalence and role of office hysteroscopy and immunohistochemistry in diagnosis.Fertil Steril 
2016;105:106-110 
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Pregnancy Rates from Frozen Donor Eggs Using a Multi-cycle Plan 

Angela Thyer, Amy Criniti, Nancy Klein 

Seattle Reproductive Medicine 

Introduction:  

Freezing of donated eggs became more technically feasible with vitrification several years ago.  However, 

vitrified eggs may not lead to the same pregnancy rates as fresh eggs due to injury from the vitrification 

and warming process.  Due to these additional variables, the outcome of each cycle is less predictable 

when frozen eggs are used.  

Typically, 6 eggs, equivalent to 1 “lot”, are purchased from a commercial egg bank. These egg lots are very 

expensive.  If an average lot of eggs costs about $10,000, and the average cost to complete an IVF cycle 

using the frozen eggs is another $10,000, a fertility patient may pay about $20,000 for approximately a 

50% chance of a live birth (based on current success rates with frozen eggs at our center). 

To mitigate these risks, qualified donor egg recipients can enter a multi-cycle plan with a refund 

component for those who do not achieve a live birth.  The plan is structured to allow up to three egg thaw 

cycles for a cost that is roughly twice the cost of a single cycle.   

Materials and Methods:  

Retrospective review of all donor recipients who participated in the refund program between 1-3-2013 

and 12-31-2016. 

Results:  

140 patients initiated the multi-cycle refund program using frozen donor eggs.  Six patients are still 

enrolled and have not completed the program, and four additional patients elected to withdraw prior to 

completing the program. Of the 130 patients who completed the program, 124 (95%) had a live birth.  Six 

patients (5%) completed all cycle attempts, did not achieve pregnancy, and received a refund.   

Cycle # Eligible  # Cycling CPR SAB LB Not Preg Withdraw  

Cycle 1 134 134 54% 12 73 49 1 

FET 1.1 61 30 53% 3 16 11 2 

FET 1.2 14 3 33% 0 1 2 0 

CYCLE 2 42 42 52% 2 22 18 1 

FET 2.1 19 9 56% 0 5 4 0 
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FET 2.2 4 2 0% 1 0 1 0 

FET 2.3 2 1 0% 0 0 1 0 

CYCLE 3 13 13 54% 1 7 5 0 

FET 3.1 5 1 0% 0 0 1 0 

 

Discussion 

For patients attempting pregnancy using frozen donor eggs, a multi-cycle refund program provides a 

measure of security and risk mitigation with a high cumulative probability of success.   
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Pregnancy, Implantation And Blastulation Rates are Significantly Increased when Embryos are Cultured 
in a Closed Time-Lapse Imaging (TLI) System Compare with Conventional Embryo Incubation.  
  
Nasrin Khorsand1 , Gelareh Motamedi1 , Agata Sojecki1 ,Karen Glass1,2 , Prati Sharma1,2,5 , Ari Baratz1,2,5  , 
Hanna Balakier1,  Cifford Librach1,2,3,4,5  
1 CReATe Fertility Centre; 2 Department of Obstetrics and Gynæcology, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
ON, Canada; 3 Institute of Medical Sciences; 4 Department of Physiology, University of Toronto, Toronto, 
ON, Canada; 5 Department of Gynecology, Women’s College Hospital, Toronto, ON, Canada  
 
Introduction: Closed time-lapse imaging (TLI) systems, offering continuous observations of embryo 
development haves been implemented in many IVF clinics worldwide. It has been suggested that this 
uninterrupted culture environment would improve embryo quality and embryo selection thereby further 
improve pregnancy rates. Currently available data appear, however, insufficient to support the conclusion 
that TLI systems, indeed, are helpful enough in enhancing IVF cycle outcomes.  In our study we evaluated 
the clinical value of a TLI system versus conventional embryo incubation.   

 
Materials and Methods: This retrospective’s study included 1078 unselected patients undergoing ICSI 
treatment. Fertilized oocytes were cultured in Global media either in   Embryoscope™ (n=1601) or in K-
Systems tri-gas incubators (n=4478) at 6% CO2, 5% O2, and 37°C. Embryo transfers were performed on 
Day 3 or Day 5, and extra embryos were vitrified.  Embryo development, implantation and pregnancy rates 
were compared between two groups of culture conditions.  
The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the University of Toronto (IRB no. 31565).  
 
Results:  The total number of embryos transferred in the EmbryoscopeTM group of patients was 346 and 
in conventional group it was 1585.  The pregnancy/implantation rates were 42.6% and 32.4% in TLI system 
whereas in conventional incubators were 31.4% and 25.5% respectively (P=.003 and P=.009 
retrospectively).  Development to blastocyst stage was about 10% higher in TLI conditions (719/1366 
versus 1245/2804 blastocysts; 53% versus 44%; P<0.05) compared to conventional system.  
 
Conclusions:  
Our results indicated that embryo culture in a closed TLI significantly increases implantation and 
pregnancy rates as well as blastulation rate.  Prospectively randomized controlled studies are needed in 
well-defined patient populations to further evaluate effectiveness of TLI culture systems in ART.   
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Prevalance of Mycoplasma Hominis and Ureaplasma Urealyticum Infection in Tubal Obstruction 

Hala Gomaa MD, Samuel Soliman MD, FR CSC. 

New Life Fertility Center, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. 

Introduction: Numerous factors can cause infertility. Tubal factor accounts for approximately 30% of 

infertility in females. There are many methods to evaluate tubal pathology. Hysterosalpingogram [HSG] 

has a high sensitivity and specificity for diagnosis of tubal obstruction. Mycoplasma hominis (M. hominis) 

and Ureaplasma urealyticum (U. urealyticum) are pathogens that cause genital infection and may be 

asymptomatic infection.  

This study was conducted to evaluate the prevalence of asymptomatic M. hominis and U. urealyticum 

infection in females diagnosed with tubal obstruction. 

Method: This is a retrospective study conducted at New Life Fertility Centre. We have identified and 

reviewed health record of 167 subfertile women that had HSG and endocervical swab for M. hominis 

and U. urealyticum done. 

We analyzed clinical data, including demographic information, HSG reports and endocervical swab results. 

All of the patients included in the study did not have a previous medical history of PID, chlamydia infection 

or any other risk factors that increase the risk of tubal disease. The outcome was the rate of U. 

ureaplasma/M. hominis infection in patients with tubal obstruction either unilateral or bilateral. 

Results: A total of 167 patients. We compared the endocervical swab results of: 

Group1: The patients with tubal obstruction [81 patients] (41 patients with unilateral tubal obstruction 

and 40 patients with bilateral tubal obstruction) to Group2: The patients with normal patent tubes [86 

patient].  Diagnosis of tubal patency was based on HSG results. Our results show that there is a significantly 

higher rate of infection in group1 [64.19% vs 12.79%] in group2, [P value <.0001]. 

Rate of U. urealyticum infection in group1: 49.38% 

Rate of M. hominis infection in group1: 8.64% 

Rate of mixed U. urealyticum and M. hominis co-infection in group1: 6.17% 

Rate of U. urealyticum infection in group2: 12. 79%  

No M. hominis or co-infection found in group 2. 

Conclusion:  Our data shows that there is a high prevalence of U. urealyticum and M. hominis infection in 

patients diagnosed with tubal factor of infertility and it can be a marker in prediction of the tubal 

pathology. 

Keywords:  Infertility, tubal factor, hysterosalpingogram, Ureaplasma urealyticum and Mycoplasma 

hominis. 
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Prevalence and Causes of Non-Visualized Recurrent Pregnancy Losses (NVPLs) in a Tertiary Care Centre. 

Mahmoud Iews1,2Amr O.Abdelkareem1 ,Marzieh Meshki1,Faten AbdelHafez3,Ahmed Hashem2 Mohamed 
A.Bedaiwy1. 
1Division of reproductive endocrinology and infertility, Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, University 
of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada;  2Obsteterics and Gynecology department ,South valley university, 
Egypt; 3Obstetrics and Gynecology department, Assiut University, Egypt.  

Introduction: NVPLs is defined as spontaneous pregnancy loss based on decreasing serum or urinary 
human chorionic gonadotrophin (hCG) in absence of ultrasonographic or histopathologic evidence of 
pregnancy. Our objective of this study is to evaluate the prevalence of patients with only NVPLs and their 
causes in a cohort of recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) attending tertiary care Centre compared to patients 
who had only visualized pregnancy losses (VPLs). 

Materials & methods: A Retrospective chart review after University of British Columbia ethics board 
approval (H13-03306). A total of 1064 couples with history of RPL referred to BC women’s RPL clinic 
(Vancouver, Canada) from January 2011 to March 2016, were evaluated according to American Society of 
reproductive medicine (ASRM) guidelines, which include anatomical, endocrine, parental karyotyping and 
testing for antiphospholipid antibodies (aPLs). Their full histories were reviewed from their medical charts. 
Primary outcome is the prevalence of NVPLs. Secondary outcome is the contributing factors association; 
uterine cavity abnormalities, thyroid dysfunction, seropositivity of aPLs and parental karyotyping. 

Results: The overall age (mean ± SD) of the study group was 33±5.36 years. Both groups are comparable 
regarding their age and body mass index. 151 (14. 19 %) couples were found to have only NVPLs while 
272 (25.56%) couples were only VPLs. The remaining couples 641 (61.28 %) have mixture of both. A total 
of 3,245 miscarriages in all groups were evaluated. Each miscarriage was characterized according to the 
recent ESHRE guidelines (1). The number of losses in each group and their classification is shown in figure 
(1). Uterine abnormalities were found significantly more often in the VPLs compared to NVPLs [(26% vs. 
12%); (OR 0.4, 95% CI 0.20 to 0.79)]. There is no significant difference in other system evaluations including 
thyroid dysfunction, aPLs and parental karyotyping between VPLs and NVPLs. 

Figure (1) 
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Conclusions: In RPL population, NVPLs represent an independent category. Identifying the exact type of 

every miscarriage may help to guide the required investigations. 

References: 

(1) Kolte AM, Bernardi LA, Christiansen OB, Quenby S, Farquharson RG, Goddijn M, et al. Terminology for 
pregnancy loss prior to viability: a consensus statement from the ESHRE early pregnancy special interest 
group. Hum Reprod. 2015;30(3):495-8. 
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Prolonged culture of blastocysts after thawing as a tool for improving prediction of success 
 
Jigal Haas, Jim Meriano, Rawad Bassil, Ken Cadesky and Robert F Casper 
 
TRIO fertility partners 
 
Introduction: A few years ago, we started to use a new freeze- thaw protocol for the frozen embryo 
transfer cycles. Instead of thawing the embryos 2-4 hours prior to the transfer we started thawing the 
embryos 20-22 hours prior to the transfer. In the majority of the cases we observed that the embryos 
continued to develop within the culture and improved their grading, and in other cases the embryos 
stayed viable but didn’t change their grading. The aim of this study was to compare the pregnancy rate in 
cases of embryos that continued to develop in the post-thawing culture to that of embryos that did not.  
 
Materials and Methods: A single center, retrospective cohort study of blastocyst freeze/thaw cycles 
vitrified on day 5, thawed and transferred after 20-22 hours in the culture, between January 2012 and 
December 2016. 
 
Results: A total of 375 frozen, autologous cycles were included in the analysis. 228 embryos graded as 
good, 87 graded as fair and 60 graded as poor embryos were transferred. The age, number of eggs 
retrieved, number of MII and zygotes, and total number of blastocysts developed during the fresh cycle 
were comparable between the three groups. As expected, the clinical pregnancy rate (50% vs. 19.5% vs 
3.3% p<0.01) and the ongoing pregnancy rate (38.5% vs. 13.6% vs 1.7% p<0.01) were higher in cases of 
good embryo quality compared with fair and poor quality embryos, respectively. For good embryos, 
progressing to a better grade during the culture did not change the clinical pregnancy rate (51.3% vs. 
46.2% p=NS) or the ongoing pregnancy rate (38.5% vs. 37.5% p=NS).For fair embryos, progressing to a 
better grade during the culture resulted in a higher pregnancy rate (26% vs 9% p<0.05). For poor embryos, 
progressing to a better grading didn’t change the clinical pregnancy rate which was extremely low (1.7%)  
 
Conclusions: The new freeze-thaw protocol and culture for 20-22 hours has many advantages in 
predicting the pregnancy rate. The development of the fair embryos to good embryos in the culture has 
a highly positive impact on the pregnancy rate and this factor should be taken into consideration before 
deciding how many embryos to transfer. 
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Repeat Biopsy of Blastocysts with no Diagnosis with PGS Results in Live Birth Following SET of Euploid 

Embryos 

Nadia Ouhibi; Salah Abdelgadir, Al Yuzpe, Beth Taylor, Jason Hitkari and Gary Nakhuda 

Olive Fertility Centre, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 

 

Introduction:  Pre-implantation genetic screening requires several technical steps for successful analysis 

of the embryo karyotype. Specimens that result in “no diagnosis/degraded DNA“ can be due to improper 

cellular handling, amplification failure, DNA degradation, issues during transportation, or failure of the 

cytogenetic technique.  To obtain a more definitive diagnosis, attempts can be made to re-analyze, but 

require another round of warming, biopsy, testing, vitrification, and eventual warming again before 

transfer. The aim of this study is to determine if blastocysts with “no diagnosis/degraded DNA” after initial 

aCGH/NGS analysis can produce a genetic result and live birth after the numerous steps required for re-

analysis. 

Materials and Methods:  Retrospective data analysis from a single private fertility clinic.  Data for all 

patients (n=663) undergoing aCGH/NGS of blastocysts biopsied (n=2807) between January 2014 and April 

2017 were analyzed.  Embryos that did not have a diagnosis after the first biopsy were subsequently re-

warmed, re-biopsied, and re-vitrified for a repeat aCGH/NGS analysis. Cytogenetic results and transfer 

outcomes were analyzed. 

Results:  “No diagnosis/degraded DNA” was found in 6.3% of cases (42/663), and 1.7% of all embryos 

biopsied (49/2807). Of the 49 embryos that were re-biopsied 47 embryos (aCGH = 27; NGS = 20) were 

assigned a genetic diagnosis.  Twenty re-biopsied embryos (aCGH = 13; NGS = 7) were diagnosed as 

euploid (42.5%).  Seven (14.9%) of the re-biopsied embryos were diagnosed as mosaic (n=3) or complex 

mosaic (n=4) (aCGH = 0; NGS = 7). Of the 20 embryos that were aneuploid (42.5%), 12 were diagnosed as 

monosomy, and 8 as trisomy. Seven of the 20 re-biopsied embryos that were found to be euploid were 

replaced as single embryo transfers (SET). The pregnancy rate after SET was 42.8% (3/7) with all 3 patients 

achieving full-term live-births. One mosaic re-biopsied embryo was transferred, but resulted in a 

spontaneous abortion. 

Conclusions:  Embryos characterized as “no result/degraded DNA” after PGS can be successfully re-

biopsied and re-analyzed. The majority (95.9%) of the re-biopsied embryos received a diagnosis with 

repeat testing, and those diagnosed as euploid resulted in high implantation and delivery rates. Our study 

indicates that re-warming, re-biopsy, and re-vitrifying, then thawing again for SET of euploid blastocysts 

can result in live birth. 

 


